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Bringing 
energy to life

Individual shareholders and 
employees: 8.37% of which:

• Individual shareholders:  4.42%
• Employee shareholder:  3.95%

Institutional Investors:   
86.19% of which:
•  Invexans  

(Groupe Quiñenco, Chile): 
 approx 29.05%

•  Bpifrance 
Participations (France): 
7.75 %

•  Other institutional  
investors:   
49.39 %

Unidentified  
shareholders:  5.44%

Estimated  
ownership structure  

as of December 
31, 2016
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Both economic development and quality of life are 
dependent on access to energy and information, 
building and infrastructure safety, and the 
movement of goods and people.
As a world leader in the cable industry, Nexans 
helps meet these vital needs thanks to equipment 
that transports and relays the energy and data we 
need in our daily lives and our societies safely, 
efficiently and sustainably.
We help our customers meet the challenges 
they face in the fields of energy resources, 
energy infrastructure, transport, buildings, 
telecommunications and data centers.  
We leverage our expertise and capacity for 
innovation to provide solutions for the most 
complex cable applications in the most demanding 
environments.
At the cutting edge of the cable industry for over  
a century (1897), Nexans brings energy to life.

Nexans is listed on  
Euronext Paris.

r5.8 billion in revenue

26,000 employees in  
40 countries

• Think customer • Value people • Commit to excellence • Take action 
• Be responsible • Work global

OUR VALUES

7.75%
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Helping to drive 
a successful transition 
to cleaner energy
Two-thirds of greenhouse 
gas emissions are caused 
by energy production and 
consumption, with demand for 
energy set to increase 40% by 
20401. 
Demographics, urbanization, 
industrialization of new 
economies, surging mobility, 
and huge growth in digital 
data (communications and 
storage) have created a 
continual growing demand 
for energy and are fueling this 
change.

The essential challenge of the 
transition to cleaner energy 
is being able to fulfill these 
needs crucial to economic 
developmentand quality of 
life by limiting our emissions 
in order to protect the climate 
and the environment. 

The Paris Agreement on 
climate change has given 
this ambition a global boost, 
calling for radical change to 
make our energy systems more 
efficient and sustainable.

- Develop zero-carbon solar 
and wind power generation. 

- Adapt networks and power 
grid management.

- Facilitate access to clean 
energy for 1.1 billion people 
who are not yet connected2. 

- Reduce energy consumption 
and emissions from transport. 

- Improve the energy efficiency 
of buildings and data centers. 
These are all ways to achieve 
a successful transition to 
cleaner energy. 

From upstream to downstream, 
we contribute to the 
development of new energy 
sources by connecting people 
to these new energies.  
We also strive to facilitate 
access to electricity for one 
billion people.

1 - IEA - Energy Technology Perspectives 
2016.
2 - World Bank WDI 2016.



ENERgy RESOURcES
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Cleaner,  
more  
affordable 
energy 

We develop advanced, robust and 
reliable solutions to leverage new 
energy sources.

WIND AND SOLAR POWER
By 2040, renewable energy could account for 
half of electricity generation in Europe, 30% in 
China and Japan, and over 25% in India and 
the United States3. Nexans partners large-scale 
projects, securing the operation of wind turbines 
with extremely twist-resistant cables. We optimize 
the life and yield of photovoltaic installations, and 
we collect and transport the electricity generated 
with minimum loss.  

OIL AND gAS
Fossil fuels are increasingly scarce. Using them 
requires searching for them further afield and 
at ever greater depths. We develop solutions 
that open up access to new energy resources. 
These include energy and data cables adapted 

to extreme climates (from Arctic oceans to hot 
deserts), hybrid and umbilical cables used to 
power and control submarine installations 
and robots, heating cables used to maintain 
flow in submarine pipelines, and cryogenic 
cables used to ensure the safe transport of 
liquefied natural gas (LNG).
Flexible, lightweight and resistant to chemical 
substances, our lead free cables reduce the 
environmental footprint of refineries and 
petrochemical plants.

MININg
Our mining cables are designed to provide 
optimum fire safety and reduce the risks of 
crushing that could paralyze production. Our 
reflective casings help mitigate these risks during 
the day as well as at night.  

3 - IEA – WEO 2015 including hydropower.

cOMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS

• WINDLINK ®  for wind turbines  

• KEYLIOS ®  for photovoltaic installations   

• ENERGEN ® for thermal  
and nuclear plants 

• POWERMINE ® for mining operations

1,500 km of cables on 
an oil platform

1,750 km of cables in an 
offshore wind farm
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SOLAR SIMULATION 
Our software helps us to determine the 
ideal architecture for a solar farm and to 
choose the cables that offer optimum yield, 
reliability and safety for our customers.

40% MORE yIELD  
for photovoltaic installations fitted with 
cables (sensors) allowing each panel to 
be positioned in line with the sun.

40% MORE LIgHTWEIgHT  
hardwearing and offering an optimal 
performance and easy installation: our 
new range of low-voltage aluminum cables 
and accessories reduces the cost of wind 
power.

72.5 kV 
our submarine connection cables and 
accessories are designed to keep pace with 
the ramp-up of offshore wind farms.

LONgER-LASTINg AND gREATER 
ScOPE Of AcTION for submarine 
robots fitted with our highly bend-resistant 
ENABLE® cables

The biggest offshore wind farms in the 
world  

• London Array,  
175 turbines, 630 MW 
• Hornsea,  
58 turbines, 1.2 GW

Europe’s largest solar farm 
• Cestas ,  
1 million solar panels,  
305 MW 

WE EQUIP



ENERgy AND DATA INfRASTRUcTURE
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Smarter, 
more resilient networks
We design conductors and 
accessories that provide added 
capacity and safety and improve 
the performance of electrical 
infrastructure.

ENERgy TRANSMISSION  
AND DISTRIBUTION
Electricity is essential for modern life, and its 
availability is vital for many sectors. Global 
demand is expected to rise by 70% to 80% by 
20404. We help meet this growing demand by 
facilitating the integration of renewable energy 
production and electricity exchanges between 
countries, and by improving grid resilience and 
energy efficiency through safer, more eco-friendly 
solutions for powering cities, which will have an 
additional 2.5 billion inhabitants by 20505.

SUBMARINE NETWORKS
As a leading global supplier of cables for 
submarine applications, we provide turnkey 
solutions that range from engineering to cable-
laying in order to interconnect networks, secure 
the power supply, and provide energy to islands 
and offshore facilities.

Acting as electricity highways, our continuous-
current, high-voltage submarine cables enable 
interconnected regions to make best use of 
installed renewable capacity by trading their 
surplus clean energy.

OVERHEAD AND  
UNDERgROUND NETWORKS
We also propose leading-edge solutions for 
overhead power lines and underground cable 
systems. By using composite core cables, 
power line carrier (PLC) technology and smart 
grids, our innovations are paving the way to 
new performance standards in terms of safety, 
capacity, energy efficiency and environmental 
protection. 

Our Ampacity superconductor transmits up to five 
times more power than a traditional cable, with 
virtually no power line losses and reduced land 
use.

4 - IEA - Energy Technology Perspectives 2016.
5 - UN 2014 report on urbanization prospects.

INNOVATIVE  
INTEgRATED SOLUTIONS

• AMPACITY ® 
an ultra-compact, high-capacity 
superconductor system for congested 
areas.

• NEOGRID ® 
an all-in-one electrification solution 
including services.

A gLOBAL 
cENTER Of 
EXPERTISE 
fOR SMART 
NETWORKS
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MANAgINg THE DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK IN REAL TIME  
Our coupler provides a simple, affordable solution 
that uses power line carrier (PLC) technology. 
The grid manager can therefore draw on its own 
power grid to manage all of its equipment. 

SEcURINg cONNEcTIONS  
fOR SOLAR AND WIND POWER 
cAPAcITy 
Our superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs) 
instantly protect grids in the event of short circuits 
caused by fluctuations in production. 
 

REDUcINg POWER LINE LOSSES 
ON UNDERgROUND LINKS  
Our EDRMAX by Nexans™ cable connects 
renewable energy sources to the grid, greatly 

reduces losses caused by the Joule 
effect versus the previous generation 
and reduces the climate change impact 
by 12% over its lifecycle. In 2016, 
EDRMAX by Nexans™ received 
first prize in the «Ecoproducts for 
sustainable development» (Ecoproduit 
pour le développement durable) 
awards of the French Ministry of 
Ecology and Sustainable Development 
and the Environment and Energy 
Management Agency.

INcREASINg OVERHEAD POWER 
LINE TRANSMISSION cAPAcITy  
Our Lo-Sag™ composite core conductor 
cable transmits twice as much power on 
the same infrastructure. 

WE BUILD
525 kV high-voltage direct current (HVDC) 
submarine links:  
• between Norway and Germany:   
NordLink, 700 km 
• between Norway  
and Scotland:   
NSN 730 km



OUR MARKETS  

• Aeronautical and spatial construction

• Automotive construction

• Shipbuilding

• Rolling stock and railway networks

• Airports, ports, logistics platforms

TRANSPORT
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Cleaner 
transport solutions
We help develop electric mobility 
and reduce emissions.

Global growth in mobility calls for new solutions 
to limit the impact on the environment and on 
health, and to ensure the safety of heavily used 
infrastructure. We work closely with manufacturers 
and OEMs to provide solutions.

SAfE AND LIgHTWEIgHT  
ON BOARD cOMMUNIcATION 
SySTEMS  
We meet these needs with light, compact 
and recyclable cables and harnesses for cars, 
planes, ships and rolling stock. Our cables are 
resistant to fire, sharp temperature variations and 
electromagnetic interference

ELEcTRIc MOBILITy
We supply high-performance cables for hybrid 
and electric vehicles as well as for recharging 
stations.

REDUcINg EMISSIONS  
AT PORTS AND AIRPORTS
We provide zero emission power systems for 
docking ships and taxiing aircraft. We also meet 
the more general demand for safety, ongoing 
operation and durability of transport infrastructure 
and freight terminals through our robust, scalable 
and highly available solutions.

5 km  
of cable in a car

650 km  
of cable in a plane

5000 km  
of cable in a cruise 
ship
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A SMART REcHARgINg 
SySTEM
Designed for apartment blocks, BienVenu 
picked up the Grand Prix du Jury at the Usine 
Nouvelle magazine’s energy transition 
awards. We build charging points for this 
system, developed with G2Mobility and 
coordinated by Enedis at Donchery, our site 
dedicated to smart grids and electric mobility.

MORE ENERgy  
EffIcIENT HyBRID VEHIcLES
Our lighter, more slender cables are able to 
withstand temperatures of up to 180°C thanks to 
highly efficient insulating materials.

95% Of AIRBUS A320NEO, 
A350 AND A380 aircraft are or will be 
fitted with Nexans cables. 

THE WORLD’S BIggEST  
cRUISE SHIP
Our halogen-free SHIPLINK ® cables are 
used exclusively throughout the Harmony 
of the Seas cruise liner which has almost 
4,000 cabins. 

50% MORE LIgHTWEIgHT 
AND 100% REcycLABLE
Our Datagreen® data cable powers 
multimedia and on-board navigation 
systems in cars, HGVs, ships and trains.

WE EQUIP NOTABLY

200 Kg LIgHTER PER WAgON  
FLAMEX® aluminum cables for the rolling stock 
industry make trains lighter and provide the 
same fire resistance as copper cables.



BUILDINgS
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Safer, more sustainable 
buildings
We improve buildings’ energy 
efficiency and facilitate our 
customers’ work.

cONSTRUcTION  
AND RENOVATION
Buildings are the biggest energy consumers 
of all. Two-thirds of the world’s population will 
live in cities by 2050 6. Ensuring safety, energy 
efficiency and ease of installation are the 
main challenges for cabling buildings that are 
increasingly large, sophisticated and connected. 
We assist in the construction and renovation of 
sustainable buildings, from design through to 
completion.

BUILDINg TOMORROW TODAy
Our approach combines safety, energy 
efficiency, sustainability and a limited 
environmental footprint.Our cables are 
compliant with the RoHS7 Directive and with 
REACh8 regulations, and help buildings obtain 
environmental certification. We help train 
qualified electricians.

fIRE SAfETy
Alsecure® fire-resistant cables ensure that people 
can be evacuated safely during a fire and make 
the work of the emergency services easier by 
reducing smoke and harmful gas emissions.

LOcAL AREA NETWORKS (LAN)
We develop robust, scalable solutions for critical 
applications within hospitals, research centers and 
financial services institutions.

EASIER IMPLEMENTATION
Our online applications, packaging, custom cable 
lengths, and paced deliveries for major building 
projects make the work of buyers and installers 
easier.

6 - UN 2014 report on urbanization prospects.
7 - Restriction of Hazardous Substances: lead, mercury, 
chromium VI, polybrominated biphenyls (PBB) and 
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE), cadmium and four 
phthalates banned in certain equipment.
8 - Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction 
of Chemicals. These regulations were introduced to offer 
protection for the use of these materials in any quantity.

30 km 
in a 1,500 sq.m building 100 km in a data center

OUR MARKETS  

• Residential, tertiary, commercial, 
logistics and industrial buildings

• Public medical, university, sporting 
and cultural facilities
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WE EQUIP
The Château de Versailles in a 
bid to better protect this outstanding 
historical building and its 7.5 million 
annual visitors. 

MORE THAN 1,500 NEXANS 
PRODUcTS  
have a PEPecopassport that provides 
information on their environmental profile 
and energy consumption throughout their 
lifecycle. 

EASycALc ®
Nexans’ EASYCALC™ makes day-to-day 
life easier for its electrician customers. 
EASYCALC™ is a cable sizing tool which 
allows fitters to determine the appropriate 
cable cross-section required for their 
electrical installation. 

SINgAPORE gREEN BUILDINg 
cOUNcIL cERTIfIcATION  
Nexans’ cables for tertiary and residential 
buildings were the first to obtain 
certification from this world-renowned 
environmental institution.

EcO-fRIENDLy cHOIcES
The EcoCalculator helps identify the most 
energy-efficient cables with the lowest 
CO2 emissions and strongest fire 
resistance. It calculates the corresponding 
savings over the life of the particular 
facility.

1,000 V at oVer 1,000°C  
Our INFIT® insulating technology protects 
cable conductors in the event of a fire, 
allowing security systems to continue 
operating.



TELEcOM NETWORKS AND DATA cENTERS
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More powerful and 
efficient telecom networks 
and data centers
We facilitate the cost-effective 
roll-out of telecom networks and 
optimize the energy efficiency of 
data centers.

Internet traffic is growing by 20% each year, 
driven by HD video, ultra-fast broadband mobile 
networks and data exchanges.

The surge in cloud computing and on-demand 
services requires increasingly powerful networks 
and data centers.

We supply a comprehensive range of cables and 
accessories for telecommunications infrastructure in 
all environments.

SUBMARINE AND OVERHEAD 
NETWORKS
Our repeatered and unrepeatered optical fiber 
cables offer virtually unlimited capacity over long 
distances. 

We provide cost-efficient solutions to facilitate 
broadband access for islands and isolated regions, 
using existing electrical infrastructure to route data.

ROLL-OUT IN cITIES
To facilitate the roll-out of fiber cables in cities, 
we have developed rapid installation techniques 
in existing ducts along with pooled, integrated 
infrastructure solutions to bring fiber right to the 
customer.

We provide copper and optical fiber solutions 
for ultra-high bandwidth transmission and critical 
applications.  

DATA cENTERS
Large data centers can consume as much energy 
as a town of 50,000 inhabitants. Half of this 
energy is used for cooling. 

We improve data centers’ energy efficiency. Our 
cabling solutions are a benchmark in terms of 
resistance to heat, with transmission and migration 
capacities of around 40 to 100 Gbit/s.

OUR MARKETS  
• Submarine, land-based, overhead, 
long-distance and urban copper and 
optical fiber broadband networks

• Mobile telecommunications

• Critical applications

• Data centers

INNOVATIVE  
INTEgRATED SOLUTIONS

• KINOPTIC ®

an integrated high-capacity optical 
fiber solution for urban networks.



continents to bring ultra-fast broadband to Western Africa.
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BRAZIL

CAMEROON

Fortaleza Kribi

Jaunde

WE ARE CONNECTING 

6,000 km of second-generation 
repeatered optical 
submarine cables (ROC) 

cOST-EffEcTIVELy REDUcINg 
THE DIgITAL DIVIDE IN 
ISOLATED REgIONS  
Thanks to our cable reel robot, optical fiber 
networks can be deployed on existing 
high-voltage overhead lines.

SMART MANAgEMENT  
Of DATA cENTERS
Designed to optimize energy consumption 
and use, our EMAC system can measure 
actual energy use and outline future needs 
for one or more physical systems. EMAC 
ensures appropriate capacity for current 
and future requirements, offers system 
load management and planning, and 
features emergency alarms and overload 
condition prediction for systems, bays, 
power strips and output power.

2 BILLION MORE PEOPLE
can communicate simultaneously thanks to our ROC-2 cable.  

Laid at depths of up to 8,000 meters, this cable can 
contain 12 fibers each transmitting several terabytes 

per second between continents.



SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
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Creating 
sustainable solutions
We help address major challenges 
facing our planet, our climate and 
our shared future.

fROM ENgINEERINg 
TO REcycLINg  
Nexans strives to meet its customers’ expectations 
across the entire value chain, including their 
sustainability performance targets. We are 
giving priority to activities that make the most of 
our technologies and services so we can create 
shared value. We develop comprehensive 
offerings by market segment as well as bespoke 
services.

Eco-design allows us to satisfy our customers’ 
needs by offering them more eco-friendly 
products throughout their lifecycle. Our designs 
and packaging enhance the precision of cable 
lengths, facilitate inventory management and 
accelerate cabling, generating time savings of up 
to 50%.

Ready-to-install cables, grouped deliveries and the 
reuse of drums are all ways in which we can cut 
down on excess consumption, CO2 emissions and 
waste.

As a pioneer in recycling, we have put in place a 
comprehensive solution for recycling and reusing 
cables at the end of their useful lives

INNOVATINg TOgETHER
We are developing powerful, productive research 
in order to anticipate regulatory changes, address 
safety, energy efficiency and longevity issues, and 
cement our leadership in our key markets.

We work very closely with our customers. Our 
application centers are open to customers and 
allow cable performance to be tested and 
compared under real operating conditions. 
Several manufacturers welcome our engineers in 
their research teams as part of joint projects.

INNOVATIVE cOMPANy

600 engineers and technicians
600 patent families 

57 patents filed in 2016 
r81 million invested in 2016 
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NEXANS APP
Thanks to the Nexans App our customers 
can have access to our catalog of cables 
and accessories as well as the related 
technical and regulatory documentation 
from a cell phone at any time.

OUR WORLD REcORDS  
550,000 V The highest voltage for an  
  insulated cable (AC) 
135 kg/m  The heaviest cable:  
240 km The longest single stretch 
  of cable: 
1,000 m The longest superconducting  
  cable
1,100°c  The most heat-resistant cable
- 50°c  The most cold-resistant cable
- 2,400 m  The cable laid at the greatest  
  depth

WORLDWIDE LEADERSHIP 

• Aeronautics 

• Premium automotive

• Shipbuilding 

• cryogenic fluids

• Umbilical cables

• Submarine high-voltage cables

• Smart grids

• Superconductivity



RESPONSIBLE PERfORMANcE 
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Committed to a 
responsible performance
We strive for manufacturing 
excellence and give our employees 
the means to develop their talent.

NEXANS EXcELLENcE WAy 
Our A-to-Z global improvement initiative is part 
of a drive to continuously improve safety, quality, 
lead times, costs and our environmental footprint. 
The initiative draws particularly on commitment 
from employees, best practice sharing, 
standardization and lean management.

MORE cOMPETITIVE WITH  
A SMALLER fOOTPRINT
We are improving our competitiveness to reach 
the highest levels in each market.

This involves redesigning products, streamlining 
our offering, innovating, aligning production 
processes with best practices, improving 
equipment and the supply chain, and reducing 
our consumption of raw materials and energy.
One-third of our investment spending is on energy 
efficiency.

BRINgINg SUPPLIERS  
ON BOARD
Purchasing helps give us a competitive edge 
through technology intelligence, openness to 
supplier innovation, and joint developments.

We involve our suppliers in this responsible 
approach and

strive to purchase more eco-friendly products, 
particularly in terms of packaging and transport.

SAfETy AT WORK IS THE 
PRIMARy INDIcATOR Of 
PERfORMANcE    

76% of plants are ISO 14001 
certified

The majority of ours suppliers 
representing 80% of purchases 
have signed up to our CSR Charter  

100% of our non-ferrous metal 
waste recycled   

22,070 tonnes of copper 
is recycled through continuous 
casting in Montreal (Canada) and 
Lens (France) 

More than 75% of cooling water 
recycled in 83% of our sites

NEXANS TRAcKER TM

Thanks to the NEXANS TRACKERTM our 
customers benefit from a quick and easy 
access to regulatory information about our 
products. It provides up-to-date information 
and complete traceability for two EU 
regulations:

• REACh (no. 1907/2006): product 
content factsheets regarding Substances of 
Very High Concern.

• Construction Products Regulation (no. 
305/2011) regarding Declarations of 
Performance (DoP), including classes of fire 
performance.
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SHARINg SUccESS WITH  
OUR EMPLOyEES 
We strive to achieve the highest standards of 
safety at work. We aim to fill 80% of positions 
internally. All of our employees are given 
the opportunity to develop and to build their 
careers. Nexans University, which is open 
to all employees, promotes shared values 
and experiences, skills development, and the 
capacity to work as a team.

We use a wide range of incentive systems 
including in-house challenges, profit-sharing 
and employee share ownership to encourage 
our employees to reach high performance 
levels, unleash their creativity, and reward 
their individual and collective contribution to 
achieving the objectives set.

RESPONSIBLE ELEcTRIcAL 
ENERgy 
Nexans uses its expertise and 
equipment to help bring energy to 
disadvantaged communities and 
vulnerable individuals. 
The Nexans Foundation plays a 
part in projects led by grassroots 

organizations. Renewable energy and 
eco-friendly solutions are used wherever 
possible.
Nexans also supports the Energy for 
Africa Foundation which aims to ensure 
the continent has the energy it needs 
to develop and to provide 600 million 
Africans with access to electricity by 
2025.

SIX EMPLOyEE SHARE OWNERSHIP 
PROgRAMS IN 12 yEARS
Code of Ethics and Business Conduct 
Available in 16 languages, the Code of Ethics and 
Business Conduct is given to each employee on 
arrival. It can also be consulted on the Intranet and 
Internet. A whistle-blowing procedure is also in place. NEXANS  

cORPORATE 
fOUNDATION
48 electrification projects 
in 24 countries supported 
in 4 years.  
600,000 beneficiaries 
in Africa, South America 
and Asia.



INTERNATIONAL PRESENcE 

Manufacturing sites  
in over 40 countries.  
A worldwide 
sales presence.

www.VectorOpenStock.com

• Angola • Australia • Belgium • Brazil • Bulgaria • Canada • Chile 
• China • Colombia • Czech Republic • Denmark • Finland • France 
• Germany • Ghana • Greece • Italy • Japan • Lebanon • Lithuania 
• Mexico • Morocco • New Zealand • Nigeria • Norway • Peru • Poland 
• Qatar • Romania • Russia • Senegal • Slovak Republic • South Korea 
• Spain • Sweden • Switzerland • Tunisia • Turkey • Ukraine 
• United Kingdom • United States
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We have earned their trust
We serve our local customers locally and partner our international customers across the globe. These 
include network operators, energy producers, engineering firms, mining companies, equipment 
manufacturers, infrastructure and construction companies, installers and distributors. Major projects 
are overseen by specialized teams that can mobilize all of the Group’s resources to provide the most 
suitable industrial and logistics solutions.  

As a member of the United Nations Global 
Compact, Nexans supports the implementation 
of ten universally-accepted principles in the 
areas of human rights, labor, the environment 
and anti-corruption.

Nexans is a member of Europacable, the European 
Association of Wire and Cable Manufacturers, 
which is listed in the European Commission’s 
transparency register.



Nexans
New address as of June 2017

Immeuble Le Vinci, 4, allée de l’Arche, 92070 Paris La Défense Cedex
Tel. : + 33 (0)1 78 15 00 00

www.nexans.com
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